
PINOT GRIGIO: A slight bit of sweetness goes a 
long way in accentuating the fruit of this Italian 
tradition. It’s great by yourself and gets better 
with friends ............................................................$22.99 _____

SONATA: Made from Chardonel and Vidal Blanc. 
This dry white is sure to please even the harshest
critic.......................................................................$26.99 _____

BARBERA: Beautiful fruit and vivacious acidity
make this a powerful medium bodied red.
Another Hillside influenced Italian variety...............$22.99 _____

SANGIOVESE: Italian style red grapes. Rich in

fruity flavors, hints of cherry and plum...................$22.99 _____

DON ROSSO: Our proprietary blend of Spaghetti
Red, easy to drink on its own and dynamite with
food (especially spaghetti)......................................$21.99 _____

CANTINA BIANCA: Sweet and fantastically 
aromatic, this wine is made in the fine tradition
of Italian Muscato and Tennessee Muscadine..........$22.99 _____

HILLSIDE MIST: Made in the tradition
of Asti, sweet white wine..........................................$26.99_____

MUSCADINE MIST: The official flavor
of the South made into a fantastic and sweet
bubbly wine. Makes any moment a celebration .......$26.99_____

VINO ROSSO: Made from several different red
wine grapes, this wine has something for every 
one, finished off Southern style 
(that means sweet!).................................................$22.99 _____

CARNIVAL DELIGHT: Two Southern favorites
in one bottle. Hints of Muscadine with sweet
flavors of Cotton Candy............................................$24.99_____

BLACK AND BLUE: Our most popular wine! 
Rich in cancer fighting ellagic acid. Blackberries 
pair up with anti oxidant rich Blueberries to 
create a wine that is good tasting and 
good for you.............................................................$24.99 ____

PUMPKIN SPICE LATTE: Sweet Red Muscadine
with a hint of pumpkin. Great for a Fall evening!
(Seasonal) ...............................................................$24.99_____
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               For Shipping information please call (866)-453-6334
1-877-908-9460

www.hillsidewine.com
229 Collier Drive, Sevierville, TN 37862

By the
glass
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* Prices shown include 15% liquor by the drink tax.
Sales tax not included.


